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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the summer issue of our Members’ 
Activities Newsletter� This time, we would especially like 
to draw your attention to our call for participation at 
the “Engineering, Construction & Building Material 
Directory”� This Directory is designed to promote the 
services and products of our Arab and Greek member 
companies in the construction sector, which includes 
countless activities� 

There is growing demand for many construction works 
and infrastructure projects across the Arab world� This 
Directory will be a good opportunity to explore the 
potential of Arab and Greek companies for cooperation 
and it will give them an edge to compete with other 
international companies in order to win some of these 
projects� The Directory will be published towards the 
end of this year and it shall be distributed free of 
charge to the Arab countries through the Federations 
and Chambers of Commerce, businessmen, interested 
companies and the Greek diplomatic missions accredited 
to the Arab world�

On another note, we are pleased to have received 
positive feedback for the works of the 4th Arab-Hellenic 
Economic Forum, held in June 2015� We are committed 
to continue providing quality services to our members, 
and the business community at large, with selected 
activities and events, some of which will be announced 
in the coming period� 

Once again, we would like to welcome the newcomers 
at the Chamber� We seize the opportunity to thank our 
member company, Diadilos Solutions, for sponsoring 
this issue� We are also grateful to our members for the 
nice words and encouraging comments regarding our 
Newsletter� We look forward to receiving more of your 
profiles and news in the coming issues�

We wish you all a relaxed summer season and Happy Holidays.

 Harris Geronikolas  Rashad Mabger 
 President  Secretary General

This issue of 
Members’ Activities 
Newsletter 
is sponsored by:

www.diadilossolutions.com 

ARAB-HELLENIC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & DEVELOPMENT



NEW MEMBERS
• EPSA

• GRAFIMA S�A� 

• SARMED 

• MACON S�A�

• SUNLIGHT RECYCLING S�A�
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CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION 
& BUILDING MATERIAL DIRECTORY
Sectors:

Engineering
• Civil (Structural and Architectural) Engineering
•  Electrical, Instrumentation and Telecommunication engineering
• HVAC and Mechanical Engineering

Construction/Building Materials, Equipment and tools
• Abrasives
• Awning Mechanisms
• Blinds & Screens
• Building Architectural Finishes
• Concrete & Cement Products 
• Construction Equipment & Tools
• Fencing
• Fire & Acid Resistant Products
• Fireplaces & Ovens
• Glass chips, panes & Mirrors
•  Heating Systems (Boilers, Burners, Heating equipment 

and water circulators) 
• Irons Materials
• Piping
• Plumbing Fixtures, Sanitary & Bathroom accessories
• Pre-fabricated Buildings
• Putty
• Scaffolds
• Staircases

All interested companies in these sectors are invited to grasp the 
opportunity to participate in this Directory and take advantage of 
the Chamber’s quality services, activities and events.

To obtain the related documents, PLEASE PRESS HERE
Deadline for submissions: Wednesday 07 October 2015 

For more information, please contact chamber@arabgreekchamber.gr 

www.arabgreekchamber.gr/Default.aspx?id=6952&nt=161&lang=2


PLEASE PRESS HERE
e-mail: chamber@arabgreekchamber.gr

“Engineering, Construction & Building Material Directory”

www.arabgreekchamber.gr/Default.aspx?id=6952&nt=161&lang=3
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NEW MEMBERS

EPSA

A story of refreshment 
The history of EPSA dates back to 1924, when there was a 
surplus of lemons in the geographical area of Pelion� Observing 
a sales increase of traditional lemonade by peddlers, the owners 
of EPSA set the goal to create a factory that produces Soft 
Drinks� A German Chemical Engineer was invited to assist with 
the production of lemonade� It was then that the secret recipe 
was born and is preserved until today� Maintaining, already, cold 
rooms for the conservation of fruits and sale of ice, EPSA starts, 
as well, the production of Soft Drinks� At that time, EPSA was 
the basic distributor of power supply for the whole area around�

During the nine decades that passes since then, a lot of progress 
has been done� In 1937 EPSA was awarded the “Golden Award 
for Quality” at Thessaloniki International Fair� In 1940 the noted 
glass bottle of EPSA, that was meant to become the landmark 
of the brand, is designed�

Today, EPSA is still situated at exactly the same place in Agria 
area, in the city of Volos, maintaining modern facilities for the 
production of Soft Drinks� EPSA applies systems of quality 
control ISO 9001:2008, ISO 22000, and an IFS Food Standard 
certification� 

The last years, next to the classic orangeade, lemonade, lemon 
soda and soda water, many new products have been added: 
Ice Tea in several flavors, Tonic, Sour Cherry drink, Organic 
Lemonade and Orangeade and Lemonade, Orangeade and 
Lemon Cola light (with sweetener from stevia plant)� Last, but 
not least, “light drops”, a liquid sweetener from the stevia plant, 
was the new innovation�

Contact Details:

A: Agria, Volos, 37 300, Greece
T: +30 24280 91901
E: info@epsa�gr
W: www�epsa�gr 
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GRAFIMA S.A.

Grafima SA activates in the fields of:
• Graphic Design and Printing Production
• Advertising
• Marketing
• Website Construction
• Social Media Management

Featuring in-house, 6 modern production plants with full 
printing and post-printing production, we undertake small and 
large format, offset and digital printing� We use the latest tools 
in advertising both at above the line (newspapers, magazines, 
radio and internet) and at below the line activities (promotion, 
newsletters, catalogs, flyers, corporate identity, multipage 
forms, books, magazines, packaging e�t�c)�

Furthermore, Grafima SA, undertakes either to build from scratch 
or to reconstruct and improve the image of your company site� 
At the same time, we manage your corporate social media 
transforming them into a valuable marketing tool�  

The Grafima 50member team, consists of managers with 
appropriate training who are by your side at every stage of the 
creation of your project� 

Our secret lies in the enthusiasm and passion for our work�
Our success is due to the contact we have with our partners� 
Our company goal is to provide to our partners targeted 
solutions to specific promotional and advertising needs�

We listen to your wishes and we transform them into inspired 
creations that reflect your vision for your business�

Your vision is our inspiration for creation.

Contact Details:

A: 14 – 18, Karea Str�, 11636 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 7251 600
E: grafima@otenet�gr W: www�grafimaprint�gr 
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NEW MEMBERS

SARMED

SARMED is a pioneering Greek company in the field of Logistics� 
It is the head of a group of companies that offer a full range 
of supply chain services and the first privately owned company 
that started managing Customs warehouses 25 years ago�

Moreover, it specialises in the study, design, construction and 
development of warehouse complexes and cargo centres built 
to meet tailor made requirements� Today, it operates 150�000 
sq�m� of privately owned high standard warehouses, covering 
the central axis of Greece: in Thriasio area (Attica region), 
Thiva and Thessaloniki (Sindos industrial area), while it plans its 
network expansion to other nodal hubs throughout the country� 

SARMED operates its transportation and delivery services 
through SARTRANS (affiliated) and a selective network of 
collaborated transporters� Also, it performs its customs services 
through its affiliated firm SARANTITIS & CO, with a more than 
50 years of experience� 

Cutting edge technology and security is the environment in 
which it operates� Hands on experience of a really dedicated 
management, flexibility & excellence in services and robust 
financials (combined with zero debt) are the advantages that 
distinct it from the competition� Also, it emphasizes in CSR 
activities, including people, society and environment�

Long lasting partnerships with mainly multinational as well 
as robust domestic companies are proof of acceptance by the 
sector�

SARMED’s vision is to be the first choice for logistics in Greece and 
the wider region, while at the same time claiming international 
recognition for the reliability, quality, flexibility, technological 
superiority and the range of vertical servicing offered to its 
dedicated customers�

Contact Details:  

T: +30 211 6003 000 F: +30 211 6003 030
E: contact@sarmed�gr W: www�sarmed�gr
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MACON S.A.

MACON has been for decades one of the most trustworthy Greek 
distributors of modern construction materials�

In a world of rapidly evolving building techniques and products, 
MACON stays always up-to-date�

We scout for the new and the advanced in every construction-
related field of technology: from basement waterproofing to 
green roofs�

Over the years, we have built our international distribution 
network to meet the ever-expanding export clientele�

Cooperating mainly with European producers, we deliver full 
trucks and containers to Middle East, Africa and Europe�

We are able to offer our clients prime quality products at 
competitive prices because we have the proper logistics 
infrastructure - logistics center 15�000 m2 all covered - and we 
enjoy the confidence of the world’s leading industries�

PRODUCT RANGE
• Dimple membranes
• Self-adhesive bitumen tapes
• Fiberglass mesh fabrics
• Metal frames for drywall building
• Polypropylene fibers
• Geotextiles
• Antimold-antibacterial paints
• Building thermal insulation systems
• Tile adhesives

Contact Details:  

A: 28, Michail Psellou Str�, 54655 Thessaloniki
T: +30 2310 428900
F: +30 2310 415100
E: info@macon�gr 
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NEW MEMBERS

SUNLIGHT RECYCLING S.A.

SUNLIGHT Recycling: Europe’s most contemporary 
Lead-acid Battery Recycling Unit, in Komotini

SUNLIGHT Recycling is the Lead-acid Battery Recycling Branch 
of SYSTEMS SUNLIGHT S.A., expanding the business ecosystem 
developed by the Panos Germanos Group of Companies� 
Recognising the potential of the Greek market, and having a 
clear commitment to support the domestic economy, SUNLIGHT 
Recycling has built the most contemporary Lead-acid Battery 
Recycling Unit in Europe, which constitutes an investment of 
over €31 million in its first phase� 

The new recycling plant, built in a plot area of 4.2 hectare in the 
Industrial Area of Komotini (Prefecture of Rodopi), is able to recycle 
25,000 tons of spent batteries per year, creating multiple 
financial and environmental benefits at local and national level�

SUNLIGHT Recycling presents the first holistic approach to 
the recycling of lead-acid batteries in Greece, as it covers the full 
recycling cycle� That is, the collection and accumulation of spent 
batteries, their recycling based on international quality standards, 
and the use of recycled materials for the production of new batteries 
in Greece by SYSTEMS SUNLIGHT�

Deriving Benefits
The new investment in Lead Battery Recycling will:
•  contribute to the strengthening of the environmental profile 

and performance of Greece, through the use of cutting-edge 
technology in the field of lead-acid batteries recycling

•  strengthen domestic added value by promoting extroversy
•  create new jobs in the border area of Komotini
•  enhance the industrialisation of the country, contributing to 

domestic competitiveness 
•  reduce the foreign exchange outflow by € 40 million, based 

on the drastic reduction in lead imports 
•  enhance SUNLIGHT’s competitiveness and profitability 

through the vertical integration of the production process

Contact Details:  

Headquarters 
A: 2 Ermou & Nikis Street, Syntagma Square, 105 63 Athens, Attica
T: +30 210 6245 400 F: +30 210 6245 409
Recycling Plant 
A: Industrial Area of Komotini, 691 00 Komotini
T: +30 25310 82460 F: +30 25310 82489
W: www�sunlight-recycling�com

www�arabhellenicchamber�gr
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• DIADILOS SOLUTIONS

• NEOTEX

• ALGEAN PROPERTY
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•  Personnel injury and death
•  Engine breakdown
•  Pleasure craft evaluation surveys
•  Loss of Profit
•  Survey of Maritime terminals
•  Pre-risk Inspections
•  Towing Condition Reports
•  On/Off Hire Inspections

• Petrochemical plants
• Transformers
• Natural gas & piping installations

In the area of construction, we offer a comprehensive range of services in order to assist our 
clients in any need such as:
• Building Energy Inspections
• Mold and moisture problem detection
• Non-destructive testing (NDT) of buildings and facilities

Our services also include Surveys, Assessment & Appraisal of property� All building evaluations 
are conducted according to the guidelines set by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
(R�I�C�S�) and in cooperation with the Incorporated Society of Values and Auctioneers (I�S�V�A�)�

In addition, our teams of qualified loss adjusters & engineers have the necessary knowledge & 
experience to handle power & energy related claims in the areas of:

•  Damage surveys
•  Condition surveys for all type of vessels, 

equipment and floating & dry-dock 
facilities

•  Supervision of repairs
•  P&I (spills, pre-shipment, cargo 

damage, vessel conditions, incident  
investigation)

• Windturbine
• Hydro and geothermal generation 
• Solar energy

Contact Details:  

DIADILOS SOLUTIONS
T: +30 211 1827 576
E: info@diadilossolutions�com W: www�diadilossolutions�com

Diadilos Solutions is comprised of Loss Adjusters, 
Mechanical/Civil/Electrical Engineers, and other 
technical staff all with many years of experience in a 
multinational corporate environment� Our vast extent of 
experience includes but is not limited to all areas of loss 
adjusting, construction projects, technical & equipment 
inspections, quality assurance, NDT testing.

Diadilos Solutions is currently expanding its services into 
the field of Hull & Machinery/P&I while servicing its clients 
with knowledge and expertise in this area�

Our Hull & Machinery department can assist you with 
any casualty that may result from collision, machinery 
breakdown, fire, stranding, water ingress, etc� All of our 
surveyors are fully experienced & trained to handle any 
loss concerning leisure boats, yachts and commercial ships 
(bulk carriers, ferries, etc�)� 

The services provided are as follows:
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Neopox® Pool is an epoxy, solvent-based coating with UV 
filters incorporated, suitable for swimming pools� It is highly durable to 
the chlorination chemicals� Suitable for construction and polyester surfaces, that 
undergo significant mechanical stress and need chemical resistance� The product can be applied 
on pools, tanks (for non-potable water, dilute solutions of acids and bases), boats etc�

Fields of applications
• Swimming pools, tanks, fountains, boats
• Metallic structures

Properties & Advantages                                       
• UV filters incorporated g Increased resistance to chaulking
• Highly resistant to the chlorination chemicals
• Excellent protection against fresh water, sea water, alkalis, dilute acids

Standard Colours
White, Light Beige, Sky Blue, Acqua Blue
*Tailor-made shades can be produced upon special agreement

Your confidence...is not a coincidence!!

Contact Details:  

ΝΕΟΤΕΧ
A: Athens: V� Moira Str�, P�O� Box 2315, 19600
Industrial Area Mandra Attikis, Greece
T: +30 210 5557 579 F: +30 210 5558 482
W: www�neotex�eu

Neopox® Pool

Epoxy coating with UV filters,
for swimming pools
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Mediterranean Real Estate Yields Research
Holiday home in Greece: “Ride the Momentum”

Every holiday homeowner should consider his property as a potential investment as well 
as a vacation home. This is Algean Property’s approach to property ownership. We consider 
every potential holiday homebuyer as an investor� The Buyer makes his decision to invest a substantial 
amount of money for the acquisition of a real estate asset� A holiday homeowner can expect a return 
on his investment either by renting the property or by selling it in the future on better terms� In that 
context, the Algean Property research team compared the average gross yield for prime holiday 
homes in the Mediterranean, one of the most desirable regions for holiday homebuyers� 

Our analysis shows that Greek destinations are the top performers� Analytically, in the Mediterranean, 
Mykonos comes first with an average gross yield of 7�4%, followed by Elounda and Rhodes with 
5�8% and 5�6% average gross yield respectively�

In Greece, the potential buyers can also expect a significant increase in the value of their properties 
in the near future since they have already been discounted over the last six years� Our advice is 
“Ride the Momentum”!

Algean Property is a full-service property company focusing on the Hellenic market and other 
select opportunities in the EMEA region� Our expertise lies in the luxury residential and high-end 
hospitality development sector� We provide property search, acquisition assistance, valuation 
services and real estate research for individual private investors, potential homeowners, 
developers and investment funds�

Contact Details:  

ALGEAN PROPERTY
Athens A: 78, Kifisias Avenue, 151 25, Greece T: +30 210 6833 304
London A: 19, Portland Place W1B1PX, UK T: +44 (0) 20 3608 6917
E: welcome@algeanproperty�com W: www�algeanproperty�com
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Seez Travel knows Greece like the back of its hand! Our product portfolio is extensive 
and is vetted annually to only include the highest quality resorts, hotels, villas, yachts, 
and service providers�  With one point of contact you will have a dedicated Travel 
Designer and full concierge service in Greece�  Our inside knowledge gives us  exclusive 
access to over 200 experiences, 25 villas, 2 yachts, 1 jet and 1 helicopter� We have 
direct owner access to over 80 villas, 20 yachts, 2 jets and 3 helicopters, but also work 
with the top local companies to ensure the best a fine luxury traveler requires�

Seez Travel launches a social media campaign 
”THIS SUMMER I CHOOSE GREECE” by developing 
a free Facebook App to support Greece as a safe 
and beautiful country to visit� Facebook users can 
play with the app and add their profile photo to 
the beautiful mosaic image with breath-taking 
views of Santorini� By sharing the mosaic with 
their community, they spread the word of support 
to this ideal summer destination�

Support Greece with just 3 easy steps:  
1�  Click here to go to the “I CHOOSE GREECE”  

Seez Web App (desktop applicable only)
2� Click on “Let’s go”
3�  “Share” the mosaic with your profile photo 

embedded with your friends 
Or find the App “I Choose Greece” here: 
www�facebook�com/SeezTravel/app_1498505200441420

Contact Details:  

SEEZ TRAVEL
ATHENS A: 78, Kifisias Avenue, 151 25 T: +30 210 6801 162
LONDON A: 19, Portland Place W1B 1PX T: +44 203 6086 917
E: seez@seeztravel�com W: www�seeztravel�com
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Since 2014, SALFO SAUDI ARABIA is providing design 
servicesto MODON (Saudi Industrial Property Authority)� 
Within the last two months SALFO has signed two new 
contracts; the complete design of Prototype Serviced 
Apartments for the Industrial cities of Sudair and Dammam 
and of Prototype Warehouses for the industrial city of Al 
Kharj� SALFO shall prepare civil/infrastructure, architectural, 
structural and electromechanical designs as well as 
preparation of relevant tender documents for construction�  
SALFO is the first company that was selected by MODON 
to implement the latest BIM technology in the design of its 
projects�

Since the award of the contract for the Project Management of the design and construction 
of “Place Vendôme”, a luxury development of 971,000 sq�m, at the beachfront of Lusail City 
in Qatar, at the beginning of 2015, SALFO has been awarded two new contracts by private 
developers within the same area� The first project involves the construction supervision of 
Beverly Hills Residential Development within the Entertainment City of Lusail, which includes 
one hotel, two residential buildings and oneoffice building, with a total area of 133,000 m2 and 
the second, the design of Seef Lusail Residential Package�

In parallel, SALFO has been awarded by the Qatari Public Works Authority, which manages a 
large 7-year expressway and local roads programme, the contract for the provision of staff 
for technical support services�  The services include design preparation or review, quantity 
surveying, traffic engineering, environmental impact studies, safety audits, preparation of 
tender and contract documents, assistance in planning and scheduling, contract management, 
introduction of new technologies and training� SALFO is already working with the Authority for 
the provision of construction supervision services for this significant programme�  

Finally SALFO has been assigned by Department of 
Municipal Affairs of the Western Region Municipality of Abu 
Dhabi, the infrastructure design of an alternative site in 
Sector 3 of Hai Al Tejari in the Madinat Zayed commercial 
neighborhood� The scope of works includes the design of 
9km of roadways, landscaping, pedestrian realm / right of 
ways, storm water drainage system, street lighting (LED 
system), sewer network, water network, electricity, irrigation 
network, telecommunication network and traffic control 
devices� Furthermore, the services include geotechnical 
investigation and topographic surveys, as well as Traffic and 
Environmental Impact Studies�

Contact Details:  

SALFO AND ASSOCIATES S.A.
A: 11, Vouliagmenis Av�, 11636 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 9210 080
E: info@salfo�gr W: www�salfo�gr

SALFO’s signs 6 new contracts 
in GCC countries within the last three months
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Contact Details:  

DEVISE ENGINEERING S.A. Environmental Technologies
A: 7, Aggelou Pyrri Str�, 115 27 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 7782 540, +30 210 3211 040, +30 210 3222 825
F: +30 210 3222 012
E: info@devise�gr W: www�devise�gr

2015 New Major Projects 
for DEVISE ENGINEERING S.A. in the Middle East and Africa

DEVISE ENGINEERING S�A� specializes in the construction of Compact - Packaged Wastewater 
Treatment Plants (prefabricated units) for municipal and industrial effluents� The Company uses 
advanced treatment methods such as MBBR & MBR for designing smart and innovative package 
treatment plants that offer high quality effluent and efficient operation�

Our highly qualified team of experts along with our innovative 
product portfolio & services brings us in a position where we can 
successfully handle diverse projects, explore all possibilities and 
guarantee the most optimum wastewater method of treatment 
using “DEVISE Smart Water Solutions”, which are of the “Plug 
& Play” philosophy�

In this framework, a significant presence has being established in Europe and many other 
regions such as the Middle East and Africa� Our recent projects in the region verify in the best 
possible way that DEVISE ENGINEERING S�A� is a trustworthy and reliable partner�

More specifically, we have been awarded new contracts concerning the supply of ten (10) MBR Package 
Sewage Treatment Plants of large capacities,ranging from 1,000 to 4,300 m3/day,within the Middle-
East & African region� These MBR systems come in a Compact-Modular form with innovative design 
and will provide an efficient and cost effective solution for the decentralized wastewater treatment 
applications, covering the following treatment stages:
• Screening Equipment and Lift Pump Station • Pre-treatment Compact Combined Units (fully 
automated) • Equalization and mixing Aeration Tanks • Primary clarification Treatment • Secondary 
Treatment  • Fine Screening  and Tertiary Treatment using Membrane Bioreactors (MBR Technology)  
• Sludge Handling: Collection, Thickening and Dewatering using Containerized Sludge Dewatering Plants
The Plants are fully automated and controlled through an advanced PLC & SCADA system and 
will be remotely monitored from DEVISE to ensure proper operation�

DEVISE ENGINEERING is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company for 
Quality Assurance in the design, manufacture, install, commissioning, 
and after sales services�

Please contact us for your project inquiries�

https://www.youtube.com/user/DEVISE4WASTEWATER
https://www.linkedin.com/company/devise-engineering-s-a-?trk=prof-following-company-logo
https://www.facebook.com/pages/DEVISE-Engineering-SA/440404706058038
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Are you moving to a new home, getting married or 
are you just in a mood to restyle your space for the summer? 

At the brand new NEF-NEF Homeware 
store in Nea Smyrni, you will discover an 
exciting world with complete solutions 
for your home, made with extra care 
by Greek NEF-NEF, a leader for 55 
years in linens and home furnishings of 
unparalleled, value for money quality� 

Discover the smooth textures of bedding 
sets, from luxury bedding collections 
made of 100% cotton to colorful bedding 
sets for your kids, entertain in style 
selecting among summer-chic tabletop 
collections, create your own home 
spa with the softest of towels for your 
bathroom or re-fresh your living roomin 
the most fun way�

Inspired by the leading trends in fashion 
and design, NEF NEF Homeware linens, 
are environmental and human friendly, 
made from textiles tested free from 
harmful substances, safe for human 
health and well-being, especially kids 
and babies� 

The new store, conveniently set in the 
city center is spacious, cosy and minimal, 
with an experienced personnel at your 
service to help you find smart solutions 
for a comfortable and chic home� A place 
to feel at home!

Contact Details:  

ΝΕF-NEF HOMEWARE
A: 2, Konstantinou Palaiologou, Nea Smirni
W: www�nef-nef�gr 
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EVYP LLP 
continues to provide the market 

with its innovative range of products 
of exclusively Greek production

EVYP LLP, the Greek Industry of Hydrolyzed Protein continues to provide the market with its plant nutrition 
– growth enhancer Amino 16®, its insect attractant Dacus Bait 100® & its series of liquid and water-
soluble fertilizers Threpsis®, its innovative products of exclusively Greek production�

For the current growing season:

• Rice - Numerous benefits with the application of Amino 16®:
Use Amino 16® along with the application of the herbicide and 15 days later along with the 
application of the fungicide. Amino 16® greatly helps to promptly overcome the stress of spraying 
and significantly improve the bonding of the ear, leading to greater final yield.

• Cotton - Numerous benefits with the application of Amino 16®:
1-2 applications of Amino 16® following the first appearance of squares increases retention, 
produces a greater number of balls per plant and leads to overall increased production.

• Olive trees – The season of the olive fly has arrived, Dacus Bait 100® is the solution!
For excellent, economic and organic protection of olive trees’ production, the best option is the use 
of Dacus Bait 100® either in traps/mass trapping or by bait spraying.

EVYP LLP’s executives are, as always, at your disposal for any further information�
For more information regarding our products, please visit our website: www�evyp�gr

Contact Details:  

EVYP LLP – Greek products for sustainable agriculture
EVYP LLP – Greek Industry of Hydrolyzed Protein
A:  Α5 Street, Industrial Area of Thessaloniki, P�C� 

57022, Sindos, Greece
T: +30 2310 542 151 F: +30 2310 541 581
E: info@evyp�gr W: www�evyp�gr

www�arabhellenicchamber�gr
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Our company IKTINOS HELLAS SA participated with great success in the below international 
exhibitions 
• MIDDLE EAST STONE 2015 DUBAI-UAE
• STONE+TEC 2015 NURNBERG –GERMANY
• EXPOSTONE 2015 MOSCOW-RUSSIA

Our clients had the opportunity to see the Greek marbles we can provide them from our 
privately owned quarries:
Golden Spider (exclusivity), Nestos (exclusivity), Thassos, Volakas

and also other Greek marbles such as: 
Silver Grey, Alivery Grey, Levadia Black, Pentelikon, Tinos Green, White Sivec, Lygourio 
Beige, Santa Elena, Lydia Beige etc

You are very well come to visit us in the following exhibition in September:
• MARMOMACC 2015, VERONA-ITALY, HALL 9, STAND No C1, 30 SEPT -3 OCT

Contact Details:  

IKTINOS HELLAS S.A.
Contact Person: Eng� Kostas Protonotarios
A: 7, Likovrissis Str�, Metamorfossis, 14452 Athens-Greece
M: +30 6948 870 467 T: +30 210 2826 825 F: +30 210 2818 574
E: info@iktinos�gr, kostasp@iktinos�gr W: www�iktinos�gr

MIDDLE EAST STONE 2015 
DUBAI-UAE

STONE+TEC 2015 
NURNBERG –GERMANY

EXPOSTONE 2015 
MOSCOW-RUSSIA



180-182, Κifisias Avenue, 154 51 N. Psychico, Athens-Greece 
• Tel.: +30 210 6711 210, +30 210 6726 882, +30 210 6773 428 

• Fax.: +30 210 6746 577 
• E-mail: chamber@arabgreekchamber�gr 
• Website: www�arabhellenicchamber�gr

DISCLAIMER: The Members’ Activities Newsletter is a free and promotional service of the 
Arab-Hellenic Chamber of Commerce and Development to its members. The AHCCD is 
not responsible for the content nor the pictures provided by the members. The order of  
appearance of the material, the design and the layout is solely decided by the Chamber 
and it does not seek any prior approval from any member.

This issue of 
Members’ Activities 
Newsletter 
is sponsored by:

www.diadilossolutions.com 


